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0. INTRODUCTION
Let A be a ring and let I be an ideal of A. The arithmetical rank of I
in A, denoted by ara I, is the minimum number of elements of AA
generating I up to radical. Let f , . . . , f be forms in two homogeneous1 s
variables x and y with indeterminate coefficients. The coefficients are
allowed to take values in an algebraically closed field k. The resultant
variety V is the set of all values of the coefficients for which all f have ai
common factor of degree greater than 0. It is an algebraic variety in P Nk
Ž . w xwhere N s Ý 1 q deg f y 1. Let R s k coefficients of f , . . . , f be thei 1 s
N w xcoordinate ring of P . In 3, Theorem 1 , Lyubeznik gives an estimate fork
Ž .the arithmetical rank ara I V of V in the following case.R
PROPOSITION 1. Assume s G 3, deg f F deg f F ??? F deg f ,1 2 s
Ž .deg f / deg f , and all coefficients are indeterminate. Then ara I V Gsy2 s R
jssy2Ž . Ž .N s 1 q Ý 1 q deg f , and if s s 3, I V can be generated up tos js1 j
radical by N polynomials.3
He conjectured that if all coefficients are assumed to be indeterminate,
then even if deg f s deg f , the arithmetical rank of the resultantsy2 s
variety is still at least N . He also suggested that topological methods coulds
be employed to prove this conjecture. In this work, we pursue this idea and
partially prove the conjecture.
In Section 1 we review some results on etale cohomology which areÂ
frequently used in the subsequent sections. Sections 3 and 4 are devoted to
U Ž N .the calculation of H P _ V ; G , where V is the resultant variety ofet s sÂ
f , . . . , f , and G is the constant sheaf associated with an Abelian group G.1 s
In Section 3 we reduce the calculation to s s 2 case. This is done by
induction on s and applying Lyubeznik's results. In Section 4 we study the
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s s 2 case and prove our main results Theorems 1 and 2. In the last
section we apply our topological results to estimate the quasicoherent
Ž .cohomological dimension of the resultant variety when char k s 0.
1. PRELIMINARIES
We will frequently use the following results of etale cohomology.Â
w xLEMMA 1 4, Chap. 3, Remark 1.30 . Let Z be a closed subscheme of X.
For any sheaf F on X, there is a long exact sequence of etale cohomologyÂ
groups with compact support,
???“H i X _ Z, F “H i X , F “H i Z, F “H iq1 X _ Z, F “??? .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .c c c c
i Ž . i Ž .If X is complete, then H X, F s H X, F .c etÂ
Ž . w xLEMMA 2 Mayer]Vietoris 4, Chap. 3, Example 2.2.4 . Let U s
 4U “ X, U “ X be an open Zariski co¤ering of X, and let F be a sheaf on0 1
the etale site of X. There is a long exact sequence,Â
??? “ H iy1 U , F [ H iy1 U , F “ H iy1 U = U , F “ H i X , FŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .et 0 et 1 et 0 X 1 etÂ Â Â Â
“ H i U , F [ H i U , F “ ??? .Ž . Ž .et 0 et 1Â Â
The next lemma is another ¤ersion of Mayer]Vietoris sequences.
Ž . w xLEMMA 29 Mayer]Vietoris 4, Chap. 6, Example 3.4 . Let p : X 9 “ X
be a proper morphism of compactifiable schemes; let F and F9 be shea¤es on
X and X 9, and let f be a map F “ p#F9. Assume that there exist open
y1Ž . <subschemes U ; X and U9 s p U ; X 9 such that p is an isomor-U9
< <phism U9 “ U and f : F ( p#F9 . Then there is an exact sequenceU U
“H i X , F “H i X 9, F9 [ H i X _ U, F “Ž . Ž . Ž .c c c
H i X 9 _ U9, F9 “H iq1 X , F “ .Ž . Ž .c c
The main tool of this paper is the following etale version of Newstead'sÂ
w xresult 5, Theorem 29 .
w xPROPOSITION 2 1, Lemma 39 . Let k be a separably closed field.
Ž . n1 Let P be a projecti¤e ¤ariety in P . Let Q be a sub¤ariety of P suchk
that e¤ery component of P _ Q has dimension G d, and assume
Q s x g P : f x s 0, . . . , f x s 0 4Ž . Ž .1 s
w xfor some nonconstant homogeneous polynomials f , . . . , f g k X , . . . , X .1 s 0 n
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If in addition, P _ Q is nonsingular, then
H i P _ Q; F s 0 for i G d q s,Ž .etÂ
where F can be any sheaf of torsion Abelian groups.
Ž .2 The analogous statement holds for affine ¤arieties.
Remark. If k s C, the complex numbers, and F is a sheaf of a finite
Abelian group, then the etale cohomology coincides with singular coho-Â
Ž w x.mology see for example 4, Chap. 3, Theorem 3.12 .
Let V ; P N be the resultant variety of f , . . . , f . Let R be thes k 1 s
w x N jssy2Žcoordinate ring k coefficients of f , . . . , f of P , and N s 1 qÝ 1 q1 s k s js1
. i Ž N .deg f . From Proposition 2, we can see that if H P _ V ; G / 0 forj e t k sÂ
some i G t s deg f q deg f q 2 N y 1 and some constant sheaf ofsy1 s s
Ž .torsion Abelian group G, then we have ara I V G N .R s s
2. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
From now on we assume deg f F deg f F ??? F deg f . Let N s1 2 s
jssŽ . jssy2Ž .Ý 1 q deg f y 1, N s 1 q Ý 1 q deg f , and t s deg f qjs1 j s js1 j sy1
deg f q 2 N y 1.s s
THEOREM 1. Let V be the resultant ¤ariety of f , f , . . . , f in P N.s 1 2 s k
l Ž .Assume deg f s deg f s p for some prime number p / char k andsy1 s
l G 1.
Ž . i Ž N .1 If G s ZrpZ, then H P _ V ; G s 0, for i ) t, andet k sÂ
t Ž N .H P _ V ; G ( G.et k sÂ
Ž . Ž . i Ž N2 If G is a torsion group prime to p and char k , then H P _et kÂ
.V ; G s 0, for i G t.s
Ž .From the remark at the end of Section 1 and Theorem 1 1 we get the
following corollary.
COROLLARY. Assume deg f s deg f s pl for some prime numbersy1 s
Ž .p / char k and l G 1. Then V cannot be defined by fewer than N equa-s s
Ž .tions, i.e., ara I V G N .R s s
THEOREM 2. Let V be the resultant ¤ariety of f , f , . . . , f in P N.s 1 2 s k
Assume deg f s deg f s n. Let G be any constant torsion sheaf which issy1 s
Ž .prime to char k . If n is di¤isible by more than one prime number, then
i Ž N .H P _ V ; G s 0, for all i G t.et k sÂ
THEOREM 29. Let V be the resultant ¤ariety of f , f , . . . , f in P N. Ifs 1 2 s k
i Ž N .deg f - deg f , then H P _ V ; G s 0 for all torsion shea¤es G andsy1 s et sÂ
all i G t.
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Remark. In the case of Theorems 2 and 29, we cannot apply Proposi-
tion 2 to produce the desired lower bound for the arithmetical rank of the
Ž .resultant variety. However, if char k s 0, and f , f , f have thesy2 sy1 s
same degree, we can give an upper bound on the quasicoherent cohomo-
Ž N .logical dimension cd P _ V , which is the largest integer i such thatk s
iŽ N . NH P _ V , F / 0 for some coherent sheaf F on P _ V .k s k s
Ž .THEOREM 3. Assume char k s 0. If deg f s deg f s deg f Gs sy1 sy2
Ž N .deg f G ??? G deg f , and deg f G 2, then cd P _ V F N y 2.sy3 1 s k s s
Ž N .Remark. If deg f / deg f , Lyubeznik has shown that cd P _ Vsy2 s k s
Ž w x.s N y 1 see 3, Remark 2 . If deg f s 1, V is defined by the 2 = 2s s s
Ž N . Ž wminors of a 2 = s matrix, and cd P _ V s 2 s y 4 s N y 1 see 1,k s s
x.Corollary .
Conjecture 1. There is a torsion sheaf F on the etale site P N such thatÂ etÂ
t Ž N .H P _ V ; F / 0.et k sÂ
This conjecture, if true, would imply the conjecture by Lyubeznik that Vs
cannot be defined by fewer than N equations. If deg f s deg f s pls sy1 s
Ž . Ž .for some prime p / char k , Theorem 1 1 shows that one can take F to
be constant, but in all other cases it follows from Theorems 2 and 29 that F
would have to be nonconstant.
Ž .Conjecture 2. The result of Theorem 3 holds also when char k s p.
3. REDUCTION TO s s 2 CASE
As in Section 2 we assume deg f F deg f F ??? F deg f . Let N s1 2 s
jssŽ . jssy2Ž .Ý 1 q deg f y 1, N s 1 q Ý 1 q deg f , and t s deg f qjs1 j s js1 j sy1
deg f q 2 N y 1.s s
We will use the following result frequently.
w xTHEOREM 4 3, Theorem 2 . Let g , . . . , g be s polynomials in one1 s
¤ariable z of fixed degrees deg g , . . . , deg g with the top coefficient of g1 s 1
equal to 1 and all other coefficients of g , . . . , g indeterminate. Assume that1 s
deg g ) deg g G ??? G deg g . Let V be the resultant ¤ariety of g , . . . , g ,1 2 s 1 s
Ž . w xI V ; R s k coefficients of g , . . . , g the resultant ideal.1 s
Ž . Ž . tss Ž .1 ara I V G N s 1 q Ý 1 q deg g .R s is3 i
Ž . Ž .2 If s s 3, or if deg g s deg g y 1 for all i / 1, then ara I Vi 1 R
s N .s
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THEOREM 5. Let V be the resultant ¤ariety of f , f , . . . , f in P N, and Vs 1 2 s k 2
be the resultant ¤ariety of f and f in Pdeg fsy 1qdeg fsq1 . Let G be a constantsy1 s k
Ž .torsion sheaf whose order is prime to char k . Then
H i P N _ V ; G ( H iy2 Ns Pdeg fsy 1qdeg fsq1 _ V ; GŽ . Ž .et k s et k 2Â Â
for i G t, in particular,
H t P N _ V ; G ( Hdeg fsy 1qdeg fsq1 Pdeg fsy 1qdeg fsq1 _ V ; G .Ž . Ž .et k s et k 2Â Â
n ny1 n  4Proof. Let f s u x q u x y q ??? qu y . Let H s u s 0 be1 s0 s1 sn 10
the hypersurface in P N, and V 1 s V l H. Consider the Mayer]Vietorisk s
sequence of cohomology
“ H iy1 P N _ H j V ; G “ H i P N _ V 1 ; GŽ .Ž . Ž .et k s et kÂ Â
“ H i P N _ H; G [ H i P N _ V ; G “ .Ž . Ž .et k et k sÂ Â
N N i Ž N .Since P _ H ( A , H P _ H; G s 0 for all i ) 0. We claim that fork k et kÂ
iy1Ž N Ž . .i G t, H P _ H j V ; G s 0.et k sÂ
N Ž . Ž N . Ž .It is easy to see that P _ H j V s P _ H _ V _ V l H (k s k s s
N Ž 1. 1 n ny1A _ V _ V , and V _ V is the resultant variety of g s x q u xk s s 11
X X N X Ž .q ??? qu , f , . . . , f in A , where f s f x, 1 . Since g is monic, for1n 2 s k i i
i G 2 we can write
f X s gh q g deg g s deg g y 1 ,Ž .i i i i
and g, f X , . . . , f X have a common factor if and only if g, g , . . . , g have a2 s 2 s
X ny1 X ny2 X Ž .common factor. Let g s u x q u x ??? qu 2 F i F s . Let Xi i1 i2 in
be the resultant variety of g, g , . . . , g in Asn with coordinates2 s k
Ž X X X X . 1u , . . . , u ; u , . . . , u ; . . . ; u , . . . , u . Then it is clear that V _ V (11 1n 21 2 n s1 sn s
Ny sn N Ž . Ny sn Ž sn .A = X, hence P _ H j V ( A = A _ X .k k s k k
Ž . Ž .From Theorem 4 2 , X can be generated by 1 q s y 2 n equations.
Then Proposition 2 implies that
H iy1 P N _ H j V ; G ( H iy1 Asn _ X ; G s 0Ž . Ž .Ž .et k s et kÂ Â
for i G 2 sn y 2n q 2.
Since t G 2 sn y 2n q 2, our claim is proven. Therefore, from the above
Mayer]Vietoris sequence we get
H i P N _ V ; G ( H i P N _ V 1 ; G for i G t . )Ž .Ž . Ž .et k s et kÂ Â
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Now consider the long exact sequence of cohomology with compact
support,
“ H i P N _ H; G “ H i P N _ V 1 ; G “ H i H _ V 1 ; G “ .Ž .Ž . Ž .c k c k c
N N i Ž N .Since P _ H ( A and H A ; G s 0 if i / 2 N, we havek c k
H i P N _ V 1 ; G ( H i H _ V 1 ; G s H i P Ny1 _ V 1 ; GŽ .Ž . Ž .c k c c k
for i F 2 N y 2.
By Lefschetz duality,
H i P N _ V 1 ; G ( H iy2 P Ny1 _ V 1 ; G for i G t . ))Ž .Ž . Ž .et k et kÂ Â
Ž . Ž .Combining ) and )) we get
H i P N _ V ; G ( H iy2 P Ny1 _ V 1 ; G for i G t .Ž . Ž .et k s et kÂ Â
Recall that V 1 is the resultant variety of h s u x ny1 y q ??? q11
n Ny1  4 Ny2u y , f , . . . , f in P . Let H s u s 0 s P be the hypersurface1n 2 s k 11 k
in P Ny1, and V 2 s V 1 l H. We want to showk
H i P Ny1 _ V 1 ; G ( H iy2 P Ny2 _ V 2 ; G for i G t y 2.Ž . Ž .et k et kÂ Â
As in the previous argument we only need to show that
H iy1 P Ny1 _ H j V 1 ; G s 0 for i G t y 2.Ž .Ž .et kÂ
Ny1 Ž 1. Ny1 Ž 1 2 . 1 2One can see that P _ H j V ( A _ V _ V , and V _ V isk
the resultant variety of h9 s x ny1 y q u x ny2 y2 q ??? qu ny n, f , . . . , f12 1 2 s
Ny1  4 Ny sin A . Let W s u s u s ??? s u s 0 s A and let W be the1 20 30 s0 2
resultant variety of g s x ny1 q u x ny2 q ??? qu , f X , . . . , f X in ANy1.12 1n 2 s
Then we have V 1 _ V 2 s W j W . Consider the Mayer]Vietoris se-1 2
quence
“ H iy1 ANy1 _ W ; G [ H iy1 ANy1 _ W ; GŽ . Ž .et 1 et 2Â Â
“ H iy1 ANy1 _ V 1 _ V 2 ; G “ H i ANy1 _ W l W ; G “ .Ž .Ž . Ž .et et 1 2Â Â
iy1Ž Ny1 . iy1Ž Ny1 sy1 .It is clear that H A _ W ; G s H A _ A ; G s 0, foret 1 etÂ Â
iy1Ž Ny1i G t y 2. Using the same argument as before we have H A _etÂ
. Ny1ysŽny1.W ; G s 0, for i G t y 2. It is easy to see that W l W ( A =2 1 2
W, where W is the resultant variety of g s x ny1 q u x ny2 q ??? qu ,12 1n
g s u x ny1 q ??? qu , . . . , g s u x ny1 q ??? qu in AsŽny1.. By2 21 2 n s s1 sn
Ž . iy1Ž Ny1 .Proposition 2 and Theorem 4 b again, we have H A _ W l W ; Get 1 2Â
iy1Ž Ny1 Ž 1 2 . .s 0 for i G t y 2. Hence H A _ V _ V ; G s 0, i G t y 2.etÂ
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With the same method and induction on n we can eliminate u , . . . , u12 1n
as well and show that
H i P N _ V ; G ( H iy2Žnq1. P Ny Žnq1. _ V ; G for i G t ,Ž . Ž .et k s et k sy1Â Â
where V is the resultant of f , . . . , f in P Ny Žnq1.. Notice that N ysy1 2 s k
Ž . jssŽ .n q 1 s Ý 1 q deg f y 1. So we have reduced the situation to thejs2 j
s y 1 case. Now the theorem follows by induction on s.
Remark. If k s C, the complex numbers, we can use singular cohomol-
ogy and take G to be any Abelian group.
4. CALCULATION FOR THE s s 2 CASE
We first consider the case deg f - deg f and prove Theorem 29.sy1 s
Proof of Theorem 29. Let V be the resultant variety of f s a x n q1 0
ny1 n m my1 m Ž .a x q ??? qa y and f s b x q b x y q ??? qb y 1 F n - m1 n 2 0 1 m
in P c, where c s n q m q 1. By Theorem 5 we only need to show thatk
c Ž c .H P _ V; G s 0.et kÂ
Using the same argument in the proof of Theorem 5, we get
i Ž c . iy2Ž cy1 1 . iy2 nŽ mq 1 n .H P _ V; G ( H P _ V ; G ( ??? ( H P _ V ; G foret k et k et kÂ Â Â
i G c, where V i is the resultant variety of g s a x ny i y i q ??? qa y n andi i n
cy i mq1 n mq1 Ž .f in P . It is easy to see that P _ V ( P _ W j W , where2 k k k 1 2
 4 m  4 m my1W s a s 0 s P and W s b s 0 s P , and W l W ( P .1 n k 2 0 k 1 2 k
From the Mayer]Vietoris sequence,
“ H iy2 n P mq 1 _ W ; G [ H iy2 n P mq 1 _ W ; GŽ . Ž .et k 1 et k 2Â Â
“ H iy2 n P mq 1 _ V n ; G “ H iy2 nq1 P mq 1 _ P my 1 ; G “ ,Ž . Ž .et k et k kÂ Â
j Ž mq 1 . j Ž mq 1 my1 .and the fact that H A ; G s 0, for j ) 0, and H P _ P ; Get et k kÂ Â
s 0, for j G 3, the left and right terms in the sequence vanish. So
iy2 n mq1 nŽ .H P _ V ; G s 0 for i G c. This completes the proof.et kÂ
Now we consider the case deg f s deg f s n and prove Theorem 2.sy1 s
The proof is long and technical.
Let V be the resultant variety of f and f of degree n. It is an 1 2
hypersurface in P2 nq1 defined by the well-known determinant. We cank
n n Ž .also define a resultant variety of f and f in P = P , W s u ; u g1 2 k k n 1 i 2 j
n n 4P = P : f and f have a common factor . These two varieties arek k 1 2
related by the next lemma.
LEMMA 1. The natural map f: P2 nq1 _ V “ P n = P n _ W defined byn k k n
Žw x. Žw x w x.f x, y s x , y is a k*-fibration.
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n n  2 nq1Proof. Let P " P s x g P N x s 0 for all i G n q 1 or for allk k k i
4 2 nq1 n ni F n . It is well known that the natural map f : P _ P " P “k k k
n n n n Ž n n.P = P is a k*-fibration. Since P " P ; V and f V _ P " P sk k k k n n k k
W , the lemma follows.n
i Ž i . iy1Ž n n .PROPOSITION 3. H P _ V ; G ( H P = P _ W ; G , for i Get k n et k k nÂ Â
2n q 1.
Proof. Since P2 nq1 _ V is a k*-fibration of P n = P n _ W , we havek n k k n
Žthe associated Gysin long exact sequence of etale cohomology seeÂ
w x.4, Chap. 6, Corollary 5.3 :
“ H i P2 nq1 _ V ; G “ H iy1 P n = P n _ W ; GŽ .Ž .et k n et k k nÂ Â
“ H iq1 P n = P n _ W ; G “ H iq1 P2 nq1 _ V ; G “ .Ž . Ž .et k k n et k nÂ Â
i Ž 2 nq1 .Since V is generated by one equation, H P _ V ; G s 0 for i Gn et k nÂ
2n q 2 by Proposition 2. Using descending induction on i we can show
i Ž n n . i Ž 2 nq1 .that H P = P _ W ; G s 0 for i G 2n q 1, hence H P _ V ; G (et k k n et k nÂ Â
iy1 n nŽ .H P = P _ W ; G .et k k nÂ
PROPOSITION 4. Let i: W “ P n = P n be the inclusion map. For anyn k k
j Ž n n . j Ž .constant torsion sheaf G, i*: H P = P ; G “ H W ; G is an isomor-et k k et nÂ Â
phism, for all j F 2n y 1.
Proof. From the long exact sequence
??? “ H i P n = P n _ W ; G “ H i P n = P n ; G “ H i W ; G “ ???Ž .Ž . Ž .c k k n et k k et nÂ Â
2 ny1Ž .and Proposition 3, it is enough to show H W ; G s 0.n
1 Ž . 1 Ž 1 .We use induction on n. It is clear that H W ; G s H P ; G s 0.et 1 et kÂ Â
Assume the theorem is true for all integers less than n.
Let W be the resultant variety in P j = P j , 1 F j F n. Let W i be thej k k n
closed subvariety of W in which the two forms f and f have a commonn 1 2
factor of degree greater than i G 1. We have a commutative diagram





inclusioninclusion n nnyjy1nyj 66 P = PWW k knn
for 1 F j F n y 1. The map p is defined by the multiplication of homoge-j
neous forms of x and y:
p a , . . . , a ; b , . . . , b ; c , . . . , cŽ .j 0 nyj 0 j 0 j
s a b , a b q a b , . . . , a b ; a c , a c q a c , . . . , a c .Ž .0 0 0 1 1 0 nyj j 0 0 0 1 1 0 nyj j
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The other two vertical maps are induced by p . The map i is the inclusionj j
map. One can see that W ny j is the singular locus of W ny jy1, and c is ann n j
ny j Ž j j . ny jisomorphism when restricted to P = P = P _ P = W .k k k k j
From Lemma 29 we have the Mayer]Vietoris sequence
H iy1 P ny j = W ; G “ H i W ny jy1 ; GŽ .Ž .et k j et nÂ Â
“ H i P ny j = P j = P j ; G [ H i W ny j ; GŽ . Ž .Ž .et k k k et nÂ Â
“ H i P ny j = W ; G “ .Ž .et k jÂ
We will need the following lemma in the proof.
LEMMA 3. For 0 F i F 2n y 1, 1 F j F n y 1 we ha¤e an isomorphism
(i j i jy1H W ; G “ H W ; G .Ž . Ž .et n et ny1Â Â
Proof of Lemma 3. We use descending induction on j. If j s n y 1,
W ny2 s P ny1 “ W ny1 s P n is the natural inclusion map, and the resultny1 k n k
is clear. Assume it is true for n y 1, n y 2, . . . , j q 1. Consider the com-
mutative diagram
j 6 j nyjy1 nyjy1P = W P = P = PŽ .k nyjy1 k k k
6
66j jy16W Wny1 ny1
6
jq1 nyjy1 nyjy1jq1 6 P = P = PP = W Ž .k k kk nyjy1
666 6 jjq1 6 WW nn
j Ž ny jy1where the vertical maps are induced by the inclusion map P = P =k k
ny jy1. jq1 Ž ny jy1 nyjy1.P “ P = P = P . The top and bottom squares in-k k k k
duce Mayer]Vietoris sequences. So we have a commutative diagram
6 iy1 jq1 6 i j 6Ž . Ž .H P = W ; G H W ; Get nyjy1 et nÂ Â
6 6
iy1 j i jy16 6 6Ž . Ž .H P = W ; G H W ; Get nyjy1 et ny1Â Â
i jq1 i jq1 nyjy1 nyjy1 6Ž . Ž Ž . .H W [ H P = P = P ; Get n etÂ Â
6
i j iy1 j nyjy1 nyjy1 6Ž . Ž Ž . .H W [ H P = P = P ; G ,et ny1 etÂ Â
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where the rows are Mayer]Vietoris sequences. It is clear that
H i P jq1 = P ny jy1 = P ny jy1Ž .Ž .et k k kÂ
( H 2 jq2 P jq1 m H iy2 jy2 P ny jy1 = P ny jy1Ž . Ž .et k et k kÂ Â
[ H k P jq1 m H iyk P ny jy1 = P ny jy1Ž . Ž .Ý et k et k kÂ Âž /
kF2 j
and
H iy1 P jq1 = W ( H 2 jq2 P jq1 m H iy1y2 jy2 WŽ .Ž .Ž .et k nyjy1 et k et nyjy1Â Â Â
[ H k P jq1 m H iy1yk W .Ž .Ž .Ý et k et nyjy1Â Âž /
kF2 j
Ž .By induction hypothesis we also have isomorphisms for 0 F i F 2n y 1 ,
(iy2 jy2 nyjy1 nyjy1 iy2 jy2H P = P ; G “ H W ; G .Ž .Ž .et k k et nyjy1Â Â
It is clear that the right vertical map is trivial when restricted to
2 jq2Ž jq1 . iy2 jy2Ž ny jy1 nyjy1 .H P ; G m H P = P ; G , and it is an isomor-et k et k kÂ Â
i Ž jq1 Ž ny jy1 nyjy1. .phism when restricted to the rest of H P = P = P ; G .et k k kÂ
2 jq2Ž jq1 .The left vertical map is trivial when restricted to H P ; G met kÂ
iy1y2 jy2Ž .H W , G , and it is an isomorphism when restricted to theet nyjy1Â
iy1Ž jq1 .rest of H P = W ; G . From the above isomorphism and an easyet k nyjy1Â
diagram chasing we can conclude that the middle vertical map is an
isomorphism. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.
Now we continue to prove Proposition 4. Consider the Mayer]Vietoris
sequence
H 2 ny2 W 1 [ H 2 ny2 P1 = P ny1 = P ny1Ž . Ž .Ž .et n et k k kÂ Â
“ H 2 ny2 P1 = W “ H 2 ny1 W “Ž .Ž .et k ny1 et nÂ Â
H 2 ny1 W 1 [ H 2 ny1 P1 = P ny1 = P ny1Ž . Ž .Ž .et n et k k kÂ Â
“ H 2 ny1 P1 = W “ .Ž .et k ny1Â
2 ny1Ž 1 . 2 ny1Ž . 2 Ž 1.It is clear that H P = W ( H W [ H P me t k ny1 e t ny1 e t kÂ Â Â
2 ny3Ž . 2 ny1Ž . 2 ny1Ž 1H W ( H W by induction hypothesis, and H P =et ny1 et ny1 et kÂ Â Â
Ž ny1 ny1..P = P s 0. We can conclude from Lemma 3 that the last map ink k
the above sequence is an isomorphism.
2 ny2Ž .The second term in the sequence can be written as H W [et ny1Â (2 1 2 ny4 2 ny2 1Ž . Ž . Ž .H P m H W . From lemma 3, we have H W “et k et ny1 et nÂ Â Â
2 ny2Ž . 2 Ž 1.H W . By induction hypothesis, we also have H P met ny1 et kÂ Â(2 ny4 ny1 ny1 2 1 2 ny4Ž . Ž . Ž .H P = P “ H P m H W . So the first map in theet k k et k et ny1Â Â Â
2 ny1Ž .above sequence is an epimorphism. It is clear then H W ; G s 0.et nÂ
This completes the proof.
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Now we can prove Theorem 2. By Proposition 3 and Theorem 4, it is
enough to show the following.
PROPOSITION 5. With the same assumption as in Theorem 2, the induced
homomorphism
i*: H 2 n P n = P n ; G “ H 2 n W ; GŽ .Ž .et k k et nÂ Â
2 nŽ n n .is injecti¤e, in particular, H P = P _ W ; G s 0 by Proposition 4.et k k nÂ
Proof. From the commutative diagram






i n n6 P = P ,W k kn
we have the induced commutative diagram






Ui UU n n6 H P = P .H WŽ . Ž .et k ket n ÂÂ
U Ž n n . w x Ž nq1. w x Ž nq1.Let H P = P ; G s G x r x m G y r y , where x and yet k kÂ
U Ž n . U Ž ny jare the generators of the corresponding H P ; G . Let H P =et k et kÂ Â
Ž j j . . w xŽ ny jq1. w x Ž jq1. w x Ž jq1.P = P ; G s G u u m G ¤ r ¤ m G w r w for j G 1,k k j j j j j j
i Ž n .and write H P ; G s Ge .et k 0Â
We need a lemma here.
LEMMA 4. We ha¤e
c XU x s u q ¤ , c XU y s u q w ,Ž . Ž .j j j j j j
f0ny1 n n nand for the diagonal map W s P “ P = P ,n k k k
c U x s e , c U y s e .Ž . Ž .0 0 0 0
Proof of Lemma 4. We have a commutative diagram
ny j 6 nP Pk k
6
X
6 cj n nnyj j j 6 P = P ,P = P = P k kk k k
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where each vertical map is the embedding into the first factor of the
product, and horizontal maps are as before. This induces a commutative
square of cohomology groups
c
XX
j2 n n 2 nyj j j6H P = P ; G H P = P = P ; GŽ . Ž .et k k et k k kÂ Â
6
6
2 nyj2 n 6 H P ; G .H P ; GŽ . Ž .et ket k ÂÂ
It is easy to see that the bottom homomorphism sends x to u and thej
XU Ž .vertical ones are projection maps. So if we write c x s au q b¤ q cw ,j j j j
then a s 1. Similarly, we can show b s 1, c s 0. The rest of Lemma 4 can
be proven in the same manner.
Now we continue to prove Proposition 5.
When j s n y 1, we have the commutative diagram






i n n6 P = P ,W k kn
and the induced commutative diagram of cohomology groups




2 n n n2 n 6 H P = P ; G .H W ; GŽ . Ž .U et k ket n ÂÂ i
U Ž n n . w x Ž nq1. w x Ž nq1. U Ž 1 ny1Let H P = P ; G s G x r x m G y r y , H P = Pet k k et k kÂ Â
ny1 . w x Ž 2 . w x Ž n. w x Ž n.= P ; G s G u r u m G ¤ r ¤ m G w r w . From Lemma 4, itk
can be seen that
jsn jsny1
XU j nyj j nyjc a x y s a ¤ w q uP ,Ý Ý1 j jž /js0 js1
where P is a homogeneous polynomial of ¤ and w of degree n y 1. So if
jsn
j nyji* a x y s 0,Ý jž /js0
we must have a s 0, for 1 F j F n y 1. This shows that the kernel of i* isj
contained in Gx n [ Gy n.
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i n n6 P = PW k kn
and similar argument we can conclude that the kernel of i* is either trivial
Ž n n.or G x y y .
Without loss of generality we can assume G s ZrpZ and n s psq,
Ž .where p, q s 1. We consider the commutative diagram






i n n6 P = P ,W k kn
U Ž nyp s Ž p swhere c and c 9 are defined as before. If we write H P = P =et k kÂ
p s. . w x Ž p sq1 . w x Ž nyp sq1 . w x Ž nyp sq1 .P ; G s G u r u m G ¤ r ¤ m G w r w , then itk
XU Ž n n. Ž .n Ž .n Ž p s p s.qcan be seen that c x y y s u q ¤ y u q w s u q ¤ y
Ž p s p s.q p sŽ p sŽqy1. p2Žqy1.. Ž n n.u q w s qu ¤ y w / 0. So i* x y y / 0. This
completes the proof of Proposition 5.
If k s C, and the coefficient group G is a field of characteristic zero,
Proposition 5 can be improved significantly with a similar proof.
PROPOSITION 6. Let k s C. Let G be any field of characteristic zero.
Then the homomorphism
i*: H j P n = P n ; G “ H j W ; GŽ .Ž .sin g k k sin g n
is an isomorphism for j F 4n y 3, and it is an epimorphism for j s 4n y 2
4 ny2Ž .with H W ; G ( G.n
COROLLARY. With the same assumption as in Proposition 6, let V bes
the resultant ¤ariety of f , . . . , f . Assume deg f s deg f s n. Then1 s sy1 s(i N iŽ . Ž .H P ; C “ H V ; C , for i F 2n.sin g k sin g s
Proof. This follows from the Remark after the proof of Theorem 5 and
Proposition 6.
Ž .Now we prove Theorem 1 1 .
Assume n s pl, l g Z, and G is the constant sheaf defined by ZrpZ.
We will show that the kernel of the homomorphism
iU : H 2 n P n = P n ; G “ H 2 n W j ; G 0 F j F n y 1,Ž . Ž .j e t k k et nÂ Â
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n n U Ž n n . w x Ž nq1.has a nontrivial element x y y g H P = P ; G s G x r x met k kÂ
w x Ž nq1. 2 nŽ n n .G y r y . In particular, H P = P _ W ; G ( G.et k k nÂ
Remark. We have shown in the proof of Proposition 5 that if j s 0 and
the kernel of i* is nontrivial, then the kernel is generated by x n y y n. Let
j Ž ny j nyj. n nc : P = P = P “ P = P be the map induced by multiplicationk k k k k
Ž n n.of forms. We already know that c * x y y s 0. The same is true with
p j
jy1 nyj nyj 1 jy1 nyj nyjŽ . Ž .the map f : P = P = P “ P = P = P = P “k k k k k k k
P n = P n. We will frequently use this observation in the proof.k k
We use descending induction on j. If j s n y 1, W ny1 s P n is then k
diagonal of P n = P n. It is clear then that iU maps x n y y n to zero.k k ny1
Assume the theorem is proven for all integers greater than j. Consider the
commutative diagram




n njjq1 66 P = P .WW k knn
This diagram comes from the commutative diagram




n njjq1 66 P = P ,WW k knn
where all horizontal maps are natural inclusions and p is defined byj
multiplication of homogeneous forms of x and y. The first diagram
induces a commutative diagram of cohomology groups




2 n jy12 n jy1 nyj nyj 6 H W ; G .H P = P = P ; G Ž .Ž .Ž . et ny1et k k k ÂÂ
U Ž n n. U Ž n n. 2 nŽ j .Obviously, f x y y s 0. Let z s i x y y g H W ; G , then byj j e t nÂ
2 nŽ jq1 .induction hypothesis the image of z in H W ; G is trivial. It is alsoet nÂ
2 nŽ jy1 .clear that the image of z in H W ; G is trivial, since the image ofet ny1Â
n n 2 nŽ jy1 Ž ny j nyj. .x y y in H P = P = P ; G is trivial.et k k kÂ
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Consider the following commutative diagram
j 6 j nyjy1 nyjy1P = W P = P = PŽ .k nyjy1 k k k
6
66j jy16W Wny1 ny1
6
jq1 nyjy1 nyjy1jq1 6 P = P =P ,P = W Ž .k k kk nyjy1
666 6 jjq1 6 WW nn
j Ž ny jy1where the vertical maps are induced by the inclusion map P = P =k k
ny jy1. jq1 Ž ny jy1 nyjy1.P “ P = P = P . As in the proof of Lemma 3, thek k k k
top and bottom squares induce Mayer]Vietoris sequences, and we have a
commutative diagram
2 ny1 jq1 6 2 ny1 jq1 6 2 n j 6Ž . Ž . Ž .H W ; G H P = W ; G H W ; G
6 6 6
et n et k nyjy1 et nÂ Â Â
( (
2 ny1 j 2 ny1 j 2 n jy16 6 6Ž . Ž . Ž .H W ; G H P = W ; G H W ; Get ny1 et k nyjy1 et ny1Â Â Â
2 n jq1 2 n jq1 nyjy1 nyjy1 6Ž . Ž Ž . .H W ; G [ H P = P = P ; G
6
et n et k k kÂ Â
2 n j 2 n j nyjy1 nyjy1 6Ž . Ž Ž . .H W ; G [ H P = P = P ; G ,et ny1 et k k kÂ Â
where the rows are Mayer]Vietoris sequences. From Lemma 3, the first
left vertical homomorphism is an isomorphism. The second left vertical
homomorphism is also an isomorphism by Proposition 4 and KunnethÈ
2 nŽ ny jy1 nyjy1. .theorem. The image of z in H P = P ; G is trivial, since theet k kÂ
n n 2 nŽ jq1 Ž ny jy1 nyjy1. .image of x y y in H P = P = P ; G is trivial. So z iset k k kÂ
mapped to zero by both the horizontal map and the vertical map from
2 nŽ j .H W ; G . Now an easy diagram chasing shows that z s 0.et nÂ
Notice that the above argument works down to j s 1. When j s 0 we
have the following commutative diagram






i n n1 66 P = P .WW k knn
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The square in this diagram induces a Mayer]Vietoris sequence
“ H 2 ny1 W 1 ; G [ H 2 ny1 P1 = P ny1 = P ny1 ; GŽ . Ž .Ž .et n et k k kÂ Â
“ H 2 ny1 P1 = W ; G “ H 2 n W ; GŽ .Ž .et k ny1 et nÂ Â
“ H 2 n W 1 ; G [ H 2 n P1 = P ny1 = P ny1 ; G “ ,Ž . Ž .Ž .et n et k kÂ Â
in which the first homomorphism is an isomorphism by Lemma 3
w 2 ny3Ž . x Ž n n.and Proposition 4 since H W ; G s 0 . Let z s i* x y y get ny1Â
2 nŽ . 2 nŽ 1 .H W ; G . The image of z in H W ; G is trivial, and so is the imageet n et nÂ Â
2 nŽ 1 Ž ny1 ny1. .of z in H P = P = P ; G . This implies that z s 0.et k k kÂ
Ž .Now Theorem 1 1 follows from the long exact sequence of cohomology
with compact support
0 s H 2 ny1 W ; G “ H 2 n P n = P n _ W ; GŽ . Ž .et n c k k nÂ
“ H 2 n P n = P n ; G “ H 2 n W ; G “Ž .Ž .et k k et nÂ Â
and the Lefschetz duality theorem.
Ž .Now we prove Theorem 1 2 . If G is a torsion group prime to p and
Ž . U Ž n n.char k , we can use the above diagram to show that c 9 x y y / 0,
Ž n n.hence i9 x y y / 0. So the kernel of the homomorphism
i*: H 2 n P n = P n ; G “ H 2 n W ; GŽ .Ž .et k k et nÂ Â
is trivial. Then from the above long exact sequence we can conclude that
2 nŽ n n .H P = P _ W ; G s 0.et k k nÂ
Now Theorem 1 is completely proven.
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 3
Ž N .We can give an estimate of the cohomological dimension cd P _ Vk s
when the characteristic of the base field k is zero and f , f , f havesy2 sy1 s
the same degree. By the smooth base change theorem, we can assume that
the base field k is the complex numbers C and use singular cohomology
instead of etale cohomology.Â
The relation between local cohomology and singular cohomology is
given by the following two results.
w x nPROPOSITION 7 6, Theorem 2.8 . Suppose Y ; P is a proper closedk
subset and s is an integer F n. Then the following are equi¤alent:
Ž . Ž n . iŽ n .1 cd P _ Y F n y s y 1, i.e., H P _ Y, F s 0 for all coherentk k
shea¤es F on P n _ Y and all i G n y s.k
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Ž . Ž . i Ž n. i Ž .2 DR-depth Y G s, and H P “ H Y is an isomorphism,DR k DR
for all i F s y 1.
i Ž .Remark. Here H y is a De-Rham cohomology.DR
w xPROPOSITION 8 2, Chap. IV, Theorem 1.1 . Let X be a complex mani-
fold, let Y be a closed analytic subspace, let V be the complex of shea¤es ofÇX
Ãholomorphic differential forms on X, and let V be its formal completionÇX
Ãalong Y. Then V is a resolution of the constant sheaf C on Y. Let Z beÇX Y
any closed subset of Y, then we ha¤e isomorphisms
i i Ã Ã iH Y , C “ H X , V s H YŽ . Ž .Çž /Z Z X Z , DR
for all i.
By Proposition 8, we can replace De-Rham cohomology by singular
Ž .cohomology with coefficient group C in Proposition 7 2 .
wNow we use induction to prove Theorem 3. Let R s k coefficients of
x Ž .f , . . . , f , I s I V the resultant ideal of V in R. We first show that if all1 s s s
f have the same degree n, then Theorem 3 holds. This will settle the casei
when s s 3.
jssŽ . Ž . jssy2ŽLet N s Ý 1 q deg f y 1 s s 1 q n y 1, N s 1 q Ý 1 qjs1 j s js1
. Ž .Ž .deg f s 1 q s y 2 1 q n .j
From the corollary of Proposition 6, we have isomorphisms
(i N iH P , C “ H V , CŽ .Ž .k s
Ž .for all i F 2n s N y N . If we can show DR-depth V G 2n q 1, thens s
w xTheorem 3 follows from Proposition 7. From 6, Theorem 2.13 it is enough
to show that
lcd P N , V F N y 2n q 1 s N y 1,Ž .Ž .k s s
or equivalently
H i F s 0, )Ž . Ž .Vs
for all coherent sheaves F and all i G N .s
Ž .To prove ) we only need to show that
H i R s 0, 1 F l F s, 0 F j F n ,Ž .I aa l jl j
Ž .where a is the j q 1 th coefficient of f , and I is the localization of Il j l al j
at a . Without loss of generality we can assume l s 1. By a proper linearl j
transformation we can also assume j s 0. Then I is the resultant ideala10
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X n ny1 Ž .of f s x q a x q ??? qa , f , . . . , f in R. From Theorem 4 2 I1 11 1n 2 s a10
Ž .can be generated by 1 q s y 2 n s N y s q 2 F N y 1 equations. Sinces s
Ž .the local cohomological rank is less or equal to the arithmetical rank, )
holds for all i G N . This completes the proof of the special case.s
Now assume that Theorem 3 is true for arbitrary s y 1 forms. Let
 4L s a s 0 , 1 F j F s, where a is the coefficient of the leading termj0 j0
i Ž .of f . As in the above case, we only need to show that H R s 0,j I aa j0j0
for i G N . Here we can assume f , . . . , f are polynomials of x. Fors 1 s
simplicity of notation we write R for the coordinate ring of the affine
space AN s P N _ L, and I for I .k aj0
If j s 1, then the argument in the above case works as well. Assume
j ) 1, and let f s a x n q a x ny1 q ??? qa . We use induction on n s1 0 1 n
deg f . Consider the long exact sequence of local cohomology1
“ H iy1 R “ H i R “ H i R “ H i R “ .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a aI Ž I , a . I I0 00
i Ž . i Ž .Notice that H R s H R , where R is the localization of R at a .I a I a a 00 a 0 00Ž . Ž .From Theorem 4 2 I can be generated by 1 q s y 2 n equations, whilea0
Ž . Ž . Ž .N s 1 q 1 q deg f q ??? q 1 q deg f G 1 q s y 2 n q 2, so ones sy2 1
can conclude the left and right terms are trivial for i G N . So it is enoughs
i Ž .to show H R s 0, for i G N .Ž I, a . s0
Let J be the resultant ideal of f X s a x ny1 q ??? qa x q a , f , . . . , f1 1 ny1 n 2 s
w X x Ny1in the coordinate ring A s k coefficients of f , f , . . . , f of A . Then it1 2 s
w x Ž . Ž .is clear that R s A a , and I, a s J, a . Consider the Mayer]Vietoris0 0 0
sequence
“ H iy1 R “ H i R “ H i R [ H i R “ .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .J l Ža . Ž J , a . J Ža .0 0 0
Ž . i Ž .Since a is principal, H R s 0 for i ) 1. Since R is a free A module,0 Ža .0i Ž . i Ž .and H A s 0 for i G N y 1 by induction on n, H R s 0 for i GJ s J
i Ž .N y 1. So it is enough to show H R s 0 for i G N y 1. Considers J l Ža . s0
the following long exact sequence
“ H i R “ H i R “ H i R “ .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ža . J l Ža . J a0 0 a 00
i Ž .The last term is isomorphic to H A m R , which vanishes for i G N y 1.J a s0 i Ž .The first term is trivial for i ) 1. Hence H R s 0 for i G N y 1.J l Ža . s0
We still need to check the case when deg f s 1. In this case we have1
Ž . Ž .I, a s J, a , a , where J is the resultant ideal of f , . . . , f . With the0 0 1 2 s
i Ž .same argument as above we only need to check H R s 0, forŽ J , a .l Ža .1 0
i G N y 1. From the long exact sequences
“ H i R “ H i R “ H R “Ž . Ž . Ž .Ža . Ž J , a .l Ža . Ž J , a .a a0 1 0 1 0 0
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i Ž .It is enough to show H R s 0 for i G N y 1. For simplicity ofŽ J , a .a a s1 0 0
notation, we write R for R . We have the Mayer]Vietoris sequencea0
“ H iy1 R “ H i R “ H i R [ H i R “ .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .J l Ža . Ž J , a . J Ža .1 1 1
i Ž .By induction hypothesis on s we have H R s 0 for i G N y 2. AlsoJ s
i Ž . i Ž .H R s 0 for i ) 1. Hence we only need to check H R s 0 forŽa . J l Ža .1 1
i G N y 2. From the long exact sequences
“ H i R “ H i R “ H i R “Ž . Ž . Ž .Ža . J l Ža . J a1 1 a 11
i Ž . Ž .and the fact that H R s 0 for i G 1 since J s R , we are done.J a a aa 1 1 11
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